
Cryptic Crossword With Clue Type Indicators 
 

 
 
Cryptic Clues 
 
Across 
 
1. Arrived with litres, but they have no water in their humps (6) B + C = A 
4. Speak of the fur of a rabbit (4) Sounds like B = A 
8. Capsized, denounce sailor! (3) B backwards = A 
9. Anyway, take me round the queen, I’m a desert creature (7) 1 letter in anagram of B = A 
10. Official gamble with an awkward throw of the dice (10) A = B + C backwards 
13. Different opinions between North and South (5,5) A = B 
15. Not in time when played by composer (7) B inside anagram of C = A 
17. Some aberrance or mistake (3) Hidden word in B = A 
18. Naturist, sandy dune (4) A = Anagram of B 
19. Last character to join enemy at sea becomes a catalyst (6) 1 letter in anagram of B = A 

 
Down 
 
1. In storms they drop with dogs, yet inquisitiveness is their demise? (4) A = B 
2. Get ready to swamp Alex (7) A = B + C 
3. It shines out in oily smut when purified (10) A = Anagram of B 
5. Question and answer, an early skill (3) A = 1 letter + first part of B 
6. Run back after old love and demand money (6) C + B backwards = A 
7. Buy salvation (10) Pure cryptic 
11. First lease and release contract earns nothing yet, it’s theft! (7) First letter of words = A 
12. In rebellion name dad as a Neanderthal (3-3) (B + C) backwards = A 
14. Begin to regret being honest (4) First letter of word + B = A 
16. Agree when almost asleep (3) A = B 



Crossword Guide 

 

The cryptic crossword above is a standard cryptic crossword but also tells you (in purple) what type 
of clue is used to write the crossword, where A is the answer and B and C are different components 
of the clue. 
 
To see what the different types of clue are, visit: 
 
https://www.indigoextra.com/how_to_solve_cryptic_crosswords.html 
 

The answers are shown on the next page, however I recommend printing out the first page only and 
seeing if you can solve the whole crossword first.  All but one or two clues don’t require any general 
knowledge, just an understanding of how the clue works. 

https://www.indigoextra.com/how_to_solve_cryptic_crosswords.html


Answers 

 
Across 
 
1. Camels 
4. Hare 
8. Tar 
9. Meerkat 
10. Chancellor 
13. Poles apart 
15. Menotti 
17. Err 
18. Nude 
19. Enzyme 
 
Down 
 
1. Cats 
2. Marshal 
3. Luminosity 
5. Ask 
6. Extort 
7. Redemption 
11. Larceny 
12. Ape-man 
14. True 
16. Nod 
 


